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New builds Berkeley Sharpness

Dear Stroud Planning,
I am writing this email to strongly oppose the new build project to the scale that has been put forward,
myself and my family have lived in this area for many years and the rolling fields, valleys, copses etc are outstanding beauty, we
now live in Brookend where my great grandparents grew up, we moved here due to the views across the fields to the eyes reach
of the Severn, this area with its wildlife is outstanding countryside and beauty, why oh why do you want to rip this up ! Isn’t there
enough damage to our country side with mass building !!
You take about carbon friendly and I challenge that ! 5000 houses the trauma, traffic, concrete devastation would be unbearable to
say the least !
Not to mention 5000 x 2 min cars put on the road locally, the infrastructure will never be resolved, it’s manic now, the roads just
can’t cope and to rip up this area and destroy its fabric with tarmac and concrete, you should all be ashamed of yourselves.
As it stands you removed our local school enforcing my children go to KLB or Rednock ? This has laid on more buses, travel
expense etc not to mention increasing the carbon footprint. I agree small pockets of houses may need to be built but not this scale
and in areas not affected by such beauty ! This village and the surrounding area will be no more it will be a mass of housing
estates and this I am afraid is not good enough.
Maybe if you lived here you would understand this area and its beauty for horses, walks, cycle rides etc
Therefore I strongly oppose and look to take this further.
Regards

Ps : our daily views which you look to destroy.
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